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ABSTRACT 
 
What's the target pattern of the Chinese financial system's reformation in the 
socialist market economy? The western single public financial pattern, or the double 
financial pattern which contains public finance and state-owned capital finance? Is it 
necessary to establish the status of the state-owned capital finance while building the 
public finance's basic frame. And these are the questions which are discussed and 
argued in the financial theory fields. From the point of research trends, finance 
theorists and government finance department both focus on how to set up the public 
finance's basic frame. They treat single “public finance” as the only goal pattern that 
fit for Chinese socialist market economy and ignore the study of “state-owned capital 
finance”．Some even hold the viewpoint that the state-owned capital finance is 
unacceptable. 
The public finance is a part of finance which must be included or referred to by 
any form of the finance pattern. So to judge which pattern or type it belongs to in a 
special period, the key is to see whether it contains state-owned capital finance and 
how much it does. If there is not or almost not state-owned capital finance, it is single 
public finance pattern. But if there exists a lot of state-owned capital, the nation 
should conduct the macro-value management and share the income distribution as the 
owner of the national capital, resulting in the existence of state-owned capital finance 
which aims at profits. The public ownership's principle part and the vast state-owned 
capital decide that there are mint deal national capital in the gross besides non-profit 
market part. So we can and must set up “state-owned capital finance” while western 
countries cannot because of the puniness of the amount. From the theory's integrality 
and reformation's reality, public and national capital both belong to the part of the 
national finance, we cannot ignore either of them. 
Based on the above points, I choose the “research on state-owned capital 
finance” the weak point in the field as my postdoctoral research report. I will discuss 
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double structure finance pattern. To build the research's basic frame at the base of 
deeply analyzing the national capital financial revenue and expenditure (investment), 
financial budget, microcosmic basis and functioning and so on. 
Besides introduction, there are eight chapters for this essay. 
It summarized the significance of title choosing, research aim, research trend, 
analyzing method and logical structure. In the introduction part. The stress is put on 
strengthening the theory and reality of the national capital finance research meanwhile 
summarizes the related articles from the viewpoint of research trend. 
The first and the second chapters are about the basic theory of the national 
capital finance. The first chapter reveals the finance function's special status in the 
economy transformation period through the definition of national capital and related 
categories. The second chapter reveals the inevitability of the national capital's 
existence and development through the definition of national capital finance's basic 
meaning, function extension, structure characters, industry choosing and size section, 
such related factors and so on, it sets up the basic theory frame of the national capital 
finance. 
The profitability of the public finance decides its investment's basic requirement 
is to ensure the national capital's increment. This requirement also must be in the base 
of most national enterprises' profits. So state-owned enterprises are the microcosmic 
basis of it. According to this logical relationship, the third chapter probe into and 
analyse the enterprises' function position, action mechanism, inner structure and outer 
environment etc, and bring forward the theory: setting up the mixed ownership is the 
new orientation for further reforming national enterprises. 
From the fourth to the sixth chapters the key of the essay fully analyzed the 
finance's distribution and adjustment between the nation and the national enterprises, 
the setting up of the national capital finance invest, and the design of the national 
capital finance budget system. All of these are from the aspect of finance income, 
finance payout (investment) and finance budget. The fourth chapter are in the basis of 
the review of the profits distribution between the nation and the national enterprises 
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orientation of the relationship between the nation and the national enterprises, and it 
claims to rebuild the national capital finance income system. The fifth chapter first 
definite the national capital finance investment's meaning, character, principle part 
and investment range. To research our national capital investment's principle status 
and pattern choosing under the condition of diversified investors. At the same time it 
comes up with countermeasures about the national capital finance investment 
mechanism's construction. The sixth chapter is based on the former two chapters, it 
begins to discuss the problem of the national capital finance budget, and also point out 
the now existing budget system has double structure finance transformation. It designs 
the national capital finance budget's basic frame through analyzing the national capital 
finance budget. The seventh chapter probes into the national capital finance problem 
through its macro movement and management. First, based on revealing traditional 
national capital movement system's inner contradiction and causes, it points out the 
new orientation of setting up the new national capital management system. Second, 
according to the sixteenth national conference's main ideas, it demonstrates the need 
of national capital management system should be classified-management and 
classified-own. Third, using the instruct surrogate theory to build the newly national 
capital management system's bottom frame and running pattern. The eighth chapter 
focus on discussing the goal pattern of finance system's reformation. It agrees to build 
the public finance basic frame, and it also stresses the need and rationality on the 
co-existence of the national capital finance and the public finance through probing 
into the double structure finance pattern. Finally it clearly points out that in the basis 
of the public finance theory and the national distribution theory, the double structure 
mode is the only one, suited to socialist market economy. 
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① 摘自“Accounting standards：statements of financial accounting concepts 1--6”一书，第 246 页，原文为：
“Assets are probable future economic benefits obtained or controlled by a particular entity as a result of past 
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① 具体内容表述参见《马克思恩格斯全集》第 23 卷、第 24 卷、第 25 卷，第 176 页、第 584 页、第 260 页、
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